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Abstract—We discuss Systems Intelligence (SI), a competence
related to one’s ability to succeed in wholes, i.e., in systemic
settings which are complex and challenging. There is special
emphasis on social systems and people skills. We believe this
competence needs to be included in the skillset of engineers in a
modern society. The SI competence can be measured and
developed, and it relates to the skillset for professionals suggested
by the World Economic Forum in 2016.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is obvious that engineer’s basic competencies are the
technical skills, which draw from various special engineering
disciplines and mathematics. However, it has long been
acknowledged that in a modern society, the hard engineering
skills are not enough – social skills, communication, and
attitudes count as well. This fact has been seen as a challenge
for the design of engineering education and curricula. The
theme has been raised by many authors. There are early papers,
e.g. [1] and [2], which advocate the need for non-technical
subjects in engineering studies. Subsequently, many studies
have shown that the skills of engineering graduates do not
always meet the expectations of the job market [3]–[6]. This
fact has also been recognized in engineering accreditation
programs [7][8].
II. WIDENING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR ENGINEERING
COMPETENCES
Over the years, there have been efforts to describe the
benefits of “soft” capabilities in the engineering profession,
such as emotional and social intelligence [9][10] and empathy
[11]. These skills are shown to be relevant in the workplace.
Riemer [10] also suggests that a person’s emotional
intelligence can have an impact on learning. Boyatzis et al [9]
found that emotional and social intelligence predicted engineer
effectiveness. They suggest that engineering education should
include emotional intelligence and relationship building
training. Emotional intelligence was defined originally by
Salovey and Mayer [12] as the ability to monitor one’s own and
others’ feelings and emotions to discriminate among them and
to use this information to guide one’s thinking and actions.
There is also growing interest in engineering philosophy and
engineering thinking which is relevant here, see e.g. [13][14].
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The need to widen the scope of engineering competencies
naturally suggests a systems perspective. In the discipline of
systems engineering, systems thinking is, indeed, seen as a key
competence [15]–[17]. The capacity for engineering systems
thinking (CEST) is a characterization developed by Frank [18].
It consists of the following cognitive characteristics:
• Understanding the whole system and seeing the big
picture
• Understanding interconnections; closed-loop thinking
• Understanding systems synergy
• Understanding the system from multiple perspectives
• Thinking creatively
• Understanding systems without getting stuck on details;
tolerance for ambiguity and uncertainty
• Understanding the implications of proposed change
• Understanding a new system/concept immediately upon
presentation
• Understanding analogies and parallelism between
systems
• Understanding limits to growth
The origins of CEST go back to the landmark management
book, The Fifth Discipline, by Peter Senge [19], where the fifth
discipline is Systems Thinking. In contrast to Senge’s generic
vision, CEST was developed as an engineering-only oriented
competence program. Teamwork is included in CEST, yet only
briefly. In the suggested curriculum [16], behavioral
competences are mentioned, but only marginally. The systems
engineer should be able to relate to others and establish trustful
relations with different parties. Overall, the general perspective
in CEST is still very strongly limited to technical engineering
skills. The ability to recognize social systems in the workplace
receives very little attention. We should focus more on the
process of systems thinking, including the emotional and
subjective dimensions, and not only on the product description.
This also relates to the discussion about why systems thinking
has not been widely adopted in organizations [20]. However,
quite recently Camelia and Ferris [21] have taken steps to relate
and analyze the affective dimension with a modified CEST.

III. THE FUTURE OF JOB SKILLS
The Word Economics Forum produced a report in January
2016 on the future of job skills [22]. A quote from the
executive summary of the report:
“Overall, social skills – such as
persuasion, emotional intelligence and
teaching others – will be in higher
demand across industries than narrow
technical skills, such as programming or
equipment operation and control. In
essence, technical skills will need to be
supplemented with strong social and
collaboration skills.”
The above conclusion covers all industries and professions,
including engineering. The report also lists the following ten
skills you need to have in the Fourth Industrial Revolution:
Complex Problem Solving, Critical Thinking, Creativity,
People Management, Coordinating with Others, Emotional
Intelligence, Judgement and Decision Making, Service
Orientation, Negotiation, and Cognitive Flexibility.
It is useful to reflect these skills against the engineering
competencies discussed in section II. The trend is clear. The
importance of non-technical skills is increasing, which was,
indeed, identified early in engineering but did not receive wider
attention. These skills have now become the core of the general
skills needed in all jobs. In particular, one can say that systems
engineering competencies should be much more related to
complex problem solving, critical thinking and creativity, as
well as to judgement and decision making, than is suggested in
the related literature so far. Here it is also interesting to note
recent developments in the discipline of Operations Research
(OR), which is very close to systems engineering, as it also
uses modelling for problem solving and to support decision
making. In OR, the behavioral perspective has recently been
acknowledged to be of essential importance [23][24]. It is
recognized that the modeler’s personal actions and cognitive
biases can have an impact on the outcome of the problemsolving process. In the above list of competences, skills 4-9,
people management, coordinating with others, emotional
intelligence, service orientation, and negotiation, deal directly
with different ways of engaging with people.
A natural conclusion to be drawn here is that these new
competence requirements need to be taken into account when
developing engineering education programs for the next
generation.

successfully and productively with the
holistic feedback mechanisms of her
environment. She perceives herself as
part of a whole, the influence of the
whole upon herself as well as her own
influence upon the whole. By observing
her own interdependence in the feedback
intensive environment, she is able to act
intelligently.”
Systems Intelligence is assumed to be a key form of human
behavioral intelligence. SI integrates the action-based bias of
the human condition, along with the fact that all life takes place
in systemic environments and with respect to, as well as from
within “wholes”. The evolution of human beings has taken
place in systemic social contexts and relation-intensive
environments. For human life to survive and flourish,
communication and interaction with others has been pivotal. It
has required skills that relate the individual to wholes from
within, and in ways that lead her to attune to systems in real
time, irrespective of the question whether the systems are
constructed, technical, or social and human.
Systems Intelligence draws ideas from a variety of
disciplines, ranging from traditional systems thinking to the
Socratic tradition in philosophy, emphasizing conceptual
thinking for the purpose of good life. The work of Senge is a
special inspiration and a natural link to engineering
competencies. In particular, two of the Five Disciplines of
Senge, Personal Mastery and Systems Thinking, are seen
crucial for SI, yet often overlooked in the applied literature.
While CEST refers to Senge’s ideas [18][26], its emphasis is on
technical contexts. Personal mastery as an ability to deal also
with humanly intensive social contexts is not brought to focus.
In CEST, systems are seen from outside as objective
entities. In Systems Intelligence, the actor sees systems from
inside and sees herself as being part of the whole. She acts from
within the system, whether the system represents an
engineering design challenge or the social environment in the
workplace. This brings in the Senge’s first discipline, Personal
Mastery, and integrates it with systems thinking. In social
contexts, also engineers need Emotional Intelligence (EI) skills
[12]. These can be seen as abilities embedded in Systems
Intelligence, which also takes into account the structures of the
system, both organizational and social.

IV. SYSTEMS INTELLIGENCE
The concept of Systems Intelligence was first introduced by
Saarinen and Hämäläinen in 2004 [25] and was defined as:

V. MEASURING SYSTEMS INTELLIGENCE
The Systems Intelligence Inventory [27] is a way of
evaluating one’s level in the competence. The inventory was
developed and validated with a combination of exploratory and
confirmatory factor analysis, using a total sample of 2060
university students, engineering company employees and
daycare workers and managers.

“By Systems Intelligence (SI) we mean
intelligent behaviour in the context of
complex systems involving interaction
and feedback. A subject acting with
Systems Intelligence engages

The self-report test consists of 32 items, some of which are
“I quickly get a sense of what matters,” “I critically evaluate
my ways of thinking,” “I view things from many different
perspectives,” “I praise people for their achievements,” “I am
willing to take advice,” and “I successfully manage
problematic situations.”

The SI Inventory has eight factors, which the authors
describe as:
• Systemic Perception: Seeing, identifying and
recognizing systems, patterns, and interconnections,
having situational awareness
• Attunement: Engaging intersubjectively, being present,
mindful, situationally sensitive and open.
• Positive Attitude: Keeping a positive outlook, not
getting stuck on negative impressions and effects
• Spirited Discovery: Engaging with new ideas,
embracing change
• Reflection: Reflecting upon one’s thinking and actions,
challenging one’s own behavior
• Wise Action: Exercising long-term thinking and
realizing its implications, understanding that
consequences may take time to develop
• Positive Engagement: Taking systemic leverage points
and means successfully into action with people
• Effective Responsiveness: Taking systemic leverage
points and means successfully into action with the
environment, being able to dance with systems
The SI measure correlates with EI, but, importantly, SI
includes systems- and action-oriented dimensions not covered
by EI. Empirical findings show that people in supervisor and
managerial positions score higher in SI. Furthermore,
preliminary unpublished results from our recent study on peer
evaluation of SI indicate that there is a positive correlation
between high SI and job performance. Higher job performance,
as perceived by your colleagues, seems to go hand in hand with
a high peer-evaluated SI score. This is observed for professions
in general, but it also holds for people employed in technical
fields and information technology. These results suggest that SI
can be a core skill for engineers.
VI. SYSTEMS INTELLIGENCE AS AN ENGINEERING COMPETENCE
The common theme in required engineering competencies
and job skills in general is the emergence of competences
related to human interaction and systemic problem solving.
Today’s engineers need to be able to engage with people in
different contexts. Quite recently, empathy is also suggested to
be a core skill in engineering [11][28][29]. The dimensions of
the construct of empathy include self and other awareness,
perspective taking, and the ability to switch modes between
empathic and analytic cognitive mechanics. The way we have
articulated systems intelligence includes and integrates these
new engineering competence areas. Thus, it is natural to
propose that SI could be a core practice-oriented engineering
competence in addition to the technical skills of the profession.
In the field of Engineering Philosophy, Systems
Intelligence has also been used to describe engineering
thinking. A quote from [30]:

“Engineering thinking is fundamentally
an orientation to one’s environment from
the point of view of improvement,
rationality and action. The question of
the availability of models and
representations is only secondary.
Engineering thinking, in other words, is
systems intelligence. It combines the
sensitive, passionate, instinctual, prerational and subjective aspects of the
human endowment with cognitive,
rational and objectivity-related
epistemology in the service of
improvement with the means that are
available.”
The existence of a validated measurement scale for SI [27]
makes the competence particularly attractive from the
educational perspective. The ability to measure improvements
helps to design development processes and a means to evaluate
an engineer’s SI skills in different contexts. One key feature of
the SI concept is that the term is easy to use and grasp,
perceived as neutral, and people find it empowering. It invites
an engineering mind to want to improve upon. Constructs like
emotional intelligence and empathy can more easily be seen as
nonrelated to the engineering profession. Systems Intelligence
has also been suggested to be useful in understanding
knowledge management [31].
The ways of introducing Systems Intelligence into an
engineering education program remains still a developing area.
In Aalto University in Finland, professor Esa Saarinen has
delivered a very popular general life philosophical lectures
series for more than fifteen years [32]. The contents of the
course have been designed to also instigate systems intelligence
thinking in the students. Evaluating the student responses does,
indeed, suggest that this has been successful [33]. So, one
approach is to introduce students to general themes such as
philosophy of life, ethics, self-leadership and organizational
behavior with a systems thinking perspective and strong
emphasis of a Sengean Personal Mastery.
A SI self-evaluation test is available freely on the internet at
http://salserver.org.aalto.fi/sitest/en/. The test shows how the
respondent scores compare to the whole population that has
done the test previously. It also provides information on the
person’s strengths and developmental opportunities in SI. Thus,
the test can easily be used as an element in any course.
Gamification has recently become a topic of strong interest
in learning process design and in educational practices [34].
One easy approach for introducing gamification is the use of
educational playing cards. A Finnish company, Gälliwashere,
has developed a family of organizational learning games called
Topaasia [35] that is played in multiple short sessions over a
long period of time. Research shows that the results have been
very positive [35]. There is a pilot test set of cards for Systems
Intelligence based on the items in the SI Inventory. Preliminary
responses of this learning mode in real organizations have been
extremely positive. The game has inquired people and teams to
initiate learning and improvement processes without a formal

instructor. These kind of gaming exercises would, no doubt, be
easy to organize in different courses in engineering education.
VII. SUMMARY
An understanding of the core competences needed in
engineering practice is essential for the improvement of
engineering education. The necessary competence profile in
engineering, as well as in many other professions, has widened
essentially in recent years. Narrow technical professional skills
are not sufficient anymore. New suggested competences
discussed in engineering education literature emphasize
abilities to manage complex settings and engage with people.
We see that the concept of Systems Intelligence captures many
of these dimensions quite well and we suggest that SI could be
included as one of the core engineering competencies. As a
concept, it stimulates systemic thinking, and there are tools to
include it in educational programs.
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